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INVESTIGATION IN THE LANGLEY 19-FOOT PRESSURE TUNNEL OF TWO WINGS OF
NACA 65-210 AND 64-210 AIRFOIL SECTIONS WITH VARIOUS TYPE FLAPS

By JAMESC. SITELM and STAPUJZTH. SPOONEE

SUMMARY

An investigation has been conducted in the Lungky 19#oot
pre~mme tunne[ to determine the mom-mum li~ and stalling
characten”stics of two thin un”ngsequipped with sereral types of
$aps. Splil, single s.?dted, and double slotied$aps were te8ted
on one u+ng which had IV.ACA 65–I?1Oairfoi[ sections and split
and double 8fotted $aps were tested on the other, which hud
NAG!. 64–fi10 airfoil sections. Both m“ng8 had zero 8xeep,
an aspect ratio of 9, and a taper ratio of O_J.

.+lt a Reynolds number of 4,400,000 each type of j%p in-
creased the mm-mum lift coej%ient8 of the two ving~ by incre-
ments which were appron”mately proportional ti thejlap neutral
mlues of 121 and 135 for the lITACA 65–2?10 w.ng and the
AJ.AC.464+z?1O u-ring, respectitvly. l%e ca[ues of mam.mum
Lijl coefim”entfor the unkgs with full-span double slotted j’lap8
were 2?.48 and 2?.76, which ralues represent increment8 of 105
pcrc~nt oj the$ap neutral ralue8. me addition of a repr.%enta-
tice fu8elage or leading-edge roughne88 was more detrimental
to the NX’A 64–g10 mung, but its ralue8 of mm-mum li~
coej?cient were still consistently higher than those of the .Y.K’.4
65+?1O wing. The rakes of mazimum lifi coejitient increased
with increaa”ng Reyno.Hs numbers up to a ralue of 4,400,000.
Abore this ralue, the test Mach number was high enough 80 that
the e~ects of compressibility appeared b cause the ralue8 of
mazhnum lifi coefficient to increase le8s rapidly or to decrease
unlh increasing Reynolds numbers.

The Wall of the ~’.dp.~ 64-g10 wing wa8 somewhat more
abrupt but slightly farther inboard than that of the ALMA
66-210 ming. Tie pattern of the 8ta[i was approximately the
8ame for all $ap con$gurations with or without leading-edge
roughness. The main e$ect of roughness was to make the stu[l
progression more gradual. The fuse[age, houxrer, caused the
stall to begin inboard near the un”ng-fuselagejunction.

INTRODUCTION

The wing sections of an airpIane capabIe of flying at high
subsonic speeda must be relatively thin in order to deIay the
onset of the effects of compressibility. These thin sections,
however, cannot normally develop as high values of maximum
lift coefficient as thicker sections used on sIower airpIanes.
More powerful high lift flaps must therefore be used on high-
speed airplanes to obtain landing characteristics approaching
those of Iower-speed, but otherwise comparable, airpIanea.
In order to develop high lift flaps suitable for thin airfoils, an
investigation was conducted in the Langley two-dimensiomd
low-turbulence tunnek. (See references 1 and 2.? The most
promising results of this irmestigation were incorporated in

the design of two thin wings, the t.hree-dimemional charac-
teristics of which were instigated in the Langley 19-foot
presmre tunneI.

One of these wings had NACA 65–210 airfoil sections and
was equipped with spIit, single slotted, and double sIotted
flaps. The other wing had N.*CA 64-210 airfoiI sections
and was equipped with split and double sIotted flaps. The
plan form of both wings -wastypical of a Iong-rsnge airplane
in that the aspect ratio vras 9 and the taper ratio was 0.4.
Presented herein are the results of tests made at relatively
high Reynolds numbers to determine the maximum Iift and
st.ahg characteristics of these two wings tit h partiaI-span
and fall-span flaps both with and viithout a representati~’e
fusdage and Ieading-edge roughnma.

COEFFICIENTS AND SYMBOLS

The coefficients and symbok used herein are defied as
fouows :

c. lift coefficient (L/@)
CD drag ~oeffic~eut(~/@

cm pitcl$g-moment coefficient (M/@i7)
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increment.in CL_ due to flaps
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pitching moment about 0.25Z

dynamic pressure of free stream
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wing area (24.94 ft.~

mean aerodynamic chord (1.769 ft) (f~c’dy)

mass density of air
airspeed
-rertical velocity in glide
Iocal wing chord
wing span (15 ft)
spanwise coordinate

corrected tmgIeof attack of root chord
ReynoMa number (PIZ/p)

Mach number (~-/a)
coe%icient of ticosity
sonic velocity
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MODELS AND TESTS

The two wings were constructed of soIid steel and were
geometrically similar except that one was contoured to
NACA 65-210 airfoil sectionsand the other to NACA 64-210
airfoil sections, The taper ratio was 0.4 and the aspect
ratio was 9. The sweep and dihedral at the 0.25-chord line
were 00 and 30, respectively. Both wings were uniformly
twisted about the 0.2&ehord line to produce 20 waehout.
A mahogany fuselage was attached to the wings for some of
the tests. The wing and fuselage mounted in the Langley
19-foot pressure tunnel are shown in figure 1, and the general
dimensions of the models are given in figure 2.

The wing with NACA 65-210 airfoil sections wm tested
with partial-span and full++pan split, single slotted, and
double slotted flaps, The wing with NACA 6+210 airfoil
sections was tested with partial-span and full-span split and
double slotted flaps. The split and single slotted flaps
were, respectively, 20 and 25 percent of. the local wing chord.
The doul.ie slotted flap was comprised of a 7.5-percent-
chord vane and a 25-percen&chord main flap. For the
NACA 65-210 wing, the single slotted flap was used as the
main flap of the doubIe slotted flap. The same vane

(a)Front vtew.

(b) Rear view.

FmcmE l.—Wt.ng wfth fuselage mounted in Lengley 19-foot presmra tunnel. Partial*pan

ordinates were used for both wings. Tho ordinntw for thtf
airfoil sections and flaps are given in Mlos 1 to V. A
ilnih trailing+dge thickness of 1 pcrccn~ of the nmximum
thicknewj was arbitrarily sot for these wings. It was no L

possible in the construction of the wings to make tho [Iup
wells deep enough to allow the double slottud flaps to be
retracted Unpublished two-dime-nsional data indicated
that the difference in depth and shapo of the doublo+dottcd-
ffap well and that of the singIe-slotted-ffap WO1lwould not

affect the test results inasmuch as the flap-well ordinatw
in the vicinity of (he deflected vano wrcrcapproximatdy t.hc
same. For these wings, thwwfore, tho flap wells for single
slotted flaps were constructtid according to tho ordintiks of
tabIe Wand were not changed for tho doubIo-sloUwl-llq]
teats,

The split, single slotted, and doul.h slotted flaps wcra
deflected 60°, 45°, and 50°, respcclively, for thcso t@s,
The flap positions used arc shown in figuro 3 rind wcro
determined to he optimum from preliminmy two-dimensional
tests. These positions do not completely conform with the
final optimum valum given in rcfercncos 1 and 2. Thu
partial-span flaps extended to 60 pcrccnt of [ho scmispan
and the fulbpan flaps, to 97.5 pcrmnt. For most of tlm
tests of the wings without tho fuschtgc, the flaps oxt.undcd
inboard to the plane of symmetry. A fcw tests of tho
NACA 65-210 wing with tho fusdage off wcro nmdo in which
the flaps extended inboard only as far as they did when tho
fuselage was attached.

.—— ——-— -

FIGURE2.—WlnC and fusdege for tests in Langley lkfmt presmra tunnel. Rmt chord Hne
at 0.25c & 2.625 tnoheaabovefu.wlagomntm I@ wtng am% 24.94 S+ ft,; mp?ct mtlo, 9,01;
weahont, ~; bper ratio, 0.4. (All dtmeoshms are In tnohm.)
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The rnodek used for the tests reported herein -werefound
to be smooth and fair and conformed with the true airfoil
contours to withii 0.003 inch over the forward 30 percent
of the wing and within 0.008 inch over the rearward areas.

The tests were conducted with the air in the tunnel
compressed to approximately 34 pounds per square inch
absdut e pressure. The majority of the tests were made at
a dynamic pressure of 85 pounds per square foot, corre-
sponding to a Reynolds number of approximately 4,400,000
and a Mach number of about. 0.17. ScaIe-effect tests were
made over a range of Reynolds number from 3,200,000 to
6,400,000 corresponding to a range of Mach number from
0.12 to 0.24.

The aerodynamic forces and moments -weremeasured by
a simuhaneously recording, si..-component baIance system.
The stalling characteristics were determined km observa-
tions of the behavior of tufts attached to the upper surface
of the model behind the 0.30+hord Line. ln order to deter-
mine the effect of Ieading-edge roughness, tests were made
with hTo.60 Carborundum grains appIied to the nose of each
wing over a surface length of 0.0S chord measured from the
leading edge on both surfaces.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

All data have been reduced to standard nondimensional
coefficients. Corrections have been applied to the force and
moment data to account for the tare and interference effects

of the modeI support system. Stream-angle and jet-boundary
corrections have been applied to the angle of attack and
to the drag coefficients.

The lift, drag, and pitching-moment coficients of the
two wings are shown in figures 4 to 13 for a ReynoIds
number of 4,400,000. A comparison of the various flap con-
@u.rations is made in figure 14 for the wing-fuselage com-
bination. The eflects of Reynolds number on ma.~urn
Lift coefficient are given in figures 15, 16, and 17. The
stalling characteristics are given in @urea 18 to 29. The
-dues of the trimmed and untrimmed maximum lift coeffi- “”
cients of the various flap configurations are summarized in
tabIe VH.

Some inconsistency can be noted in the values of masimum
lift coefficient for the various conjurations. This incon-
sistency appeara to be a characteristic of these thin wings.
Preliminary testa of these wings showed that very amdl
errors in airfoil contour, particularity around the leading
edge, could cause large changes in the staIling angIe of
attack and the resulting value of ma--urn Iift coefficient.
For the tests described herein, the airfoiI contours were held
to very close tolerances and extreme oare was taken during
the course of the smooth-wing t=ts to keep the wings in as
nearly perfect condition as possible. In spite of all precau-
tions taken, some inconsistency still appears in the results
and, therefore, some of the effects of modeI configuration and
Reynokis number maybe somewhat obscmed.
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a cm CD

FmuBE 4.-Acrodynarufc characterlgtka of NACA 8!.-210 wing wfth and without split flaw and fuselage. R ss 4,403,0@J; 3fs 0.17.

FLAP EFFECTIVENESS

If the values of maximum lift eoeflicieritof the wings with
flaps aro expressed in percent of the flap neutral values, tha
flap effectiveness for both wings was practically the same at
a Reynolds number of 4,400,000. Inasmuch as the flap
neutral value for the NACA 64-210 wing was 1.35 as com-
pared with 1.21 for the NACA 65-210 wing, the flap ex-
tended values for the NACA 64-210 wing were consistently
higher. The increment in mtMnum lift coefficient due to

flaps for the smooth-wing condition and for a Wynolds
number of 4,400,000 are as folIows:

1-
Putfd . . . . . . . .shut . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .._ ~u~----------- 0:ff

Slotted . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $~:::; ::-:: :H
DoubIedotted.- . . . . . Full-::::::::: ~:#

o.b2 35t03a
,59 44

........... ds

...........
1.07 74to%
L 41 10s
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a’ cm c--

FIGCBE i5-Aemdynamfc chwscteristks of NACA 6+210 wing with snd wftl.umtstngIe slotted P&w and fusdage. R= 4,400@@ M= LU7.

These increments are of the order of magnitude that would
be expected from the two-dimensional data of references 1
and 2 although the flap positions were not quite the same.

The single sIotted and double slotted flaps had the effect
of producing an unstable break in the pitching-moment
curves at-C&. This effect is a section characteristic since
it was aIso noted in reference 2. Inasmuch m the stall of
these w-ingstends to begin inboard with the fuseIage in pIace,
as is shown subsequently, the decrease in downwash accom-
panying the stall produces a positive increment of lift on the
taiI of a compIete airplane and thereby tends to compensate
for the unstable break.

In order to compare the effects of the various types of flaps

on the Ianding ehara~teristiceof a typical airpIane, contoum
of constant gliding speed and constant verticaI (sinking)
speed are superimposed on the fuselage+n drag pdars in
figure 14. In this figure the Iift of the taiI necessary to trim
the airplane is taken into account in the lift coeilicient pre-
sented [C=titi). For this purpose a tail Iertgtbof three times
the mean aerodpamic chord was assund and the center of
gravity of the airphme was assumed to be located at the
quarter-chord point of the mean aerodynamic chord. For
the constant-speed contours a wing Ioading of 60 pounds per
square foot was assumed and standard sea-leveI conditions
were used. ObviousIy, the drag of naceMs, Ianding gear,
taiI, and protuberances are not shown on this figure nor are
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e cm CD

FIOUREO.-AorodymmIo ah.raderlstb of NACA IW210wingwith and without double S1OM fhapsand fuselage. R= 4,4fJOJ0JM= 0.17.

the effects of power. The reIative effects of the types of
flaps and the flap span, however, are readily shown. The
single-sIotted-flap configuration has the lowest sinking speed
of any of the flapped configurations but a higher gliding speed
than the double-dotted-flap configuration. IncreaaiDg the
flap sprm from partial to full span decreases the sinking
speed for the single-dot ted-ffap and double-slot,t.ed-flap
configurations becrtuseof the lower induced drag but increases
the sinking speed for the splitAIap configuration because of
the high profiIe drag of split flaps.

EFFECT OF FUSELAGE

The reduction in maximum lift coefficient. cnused by tho
fuselage was approximately 0.1 for the NACA 05-210 W@
and varied from 0.1 to 0.3 for the NACA 04-210 wing. TILG
values of mw&mm lift coeilicient, however, were stiIIhigher
for the NACA 64-210 wing than for the NACA 65-210 wing.
Since the. tests were conducted with no NI(Q at the wing-
fusela.gejunction, proprrly designed filkts might have nlini-
mized the 10ssin maximum lift.
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.& cm CD

FIG~ZE i.—AerodynamIc cbaract~ of N-4CA 6s-210 wing with and without spUt@m d leadhg-edgerougbmm.R= ~WWOO; M=$ 0.17.

The results of the tests of the NT.ACA65–210 wing with the
flaps removed from that part of the wing normally occupied
by the fuselage are shown in figures 4 to 6. The data in the
Iiuear lift-curve range indicate that some of the lift due to
the single slotted and double slotted flaps was carried across
the fusdage, whereas practically none of the Iift due to the
split flaps was carried across.

For all configurations the fusehge caused a destabiking
effect on the pitch@ moment equal to a forward shift of the
aerod~mic center of about. 5 percent of the mean aero-
dynamic chord.

EFFECT OF LEADIXG-EDGE ROUGHIWSS

Leading-edge roughness caused a rounding of the lift-curve
peaks and a reduction in the maximum lift coefficients of
both wings with and without flaps. The reduction USudly

amounted to about 0.2 for the h7ACA 65–210 wing and about
0.3 for the NTACA64-210 wing. As was true for the fuseIage
configuration, the maximum lift coefficients of the N7ACA
64–210 wing were higher than those of the NACA 65-210
wing even though t-he effect of roughness on the NACA
64–210 wing was greater.
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a cm L~

FIOURE &—Aemdynarnic chare_cterfetImof NACA 13.!!-210wfng with and without alngle elottd flaw and leadfng-e@ K@uNS9. R= 4,m,~; .~f~ 0.17.

At low angles of attack, the addition of leading-edge
roughmm usually decreased the lift coefficient sIightly. For
the NACA 64-210 wing with double slotted flaps (&. 13),
the lift coefficient was inoreasedby roughnessand thepitching-
moment coefficient was increased negatively. An in-
spection of the stalling characteristics (fig. 29) indicates

that this effect may be due in part to thr fact tlmt the flap
was unstalkd for this condition but had some small sMM
areas when the wing was smooth. Another contributing
factor to this effect may have been that tho support tmo
and interference corrections for the smooth wing were used
to correct both smooth-wing and rough-wing Ma.
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a G CD

Fmrn 9.-&mdynarrde clrmderistka of ?TACA M-ma W@ with and without double slottmi IMpEand lcadhg-edm rooghms. I@ 4A3),W M = 0.17.
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a cm CD
FIGUBE 10,—Aemdynarnlc cbacacteristim of NACA W+?10 whg with and without spI1t flaps and fuwlage, R= 4,40J,CUO;3fss0.17,
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“CL

a cm CD

FICnJBE12.-AwodynmnIc ohemctw&tka of NACA 64-210 fig with and without spilt E8m and kodlng-edge roughne=. R= 4,403,403 .~f$= M7.
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a cm CD

FKKEE ~—&rOdXC ClWIICMStiCS d NAC4 64+10 vrlIwwith and without double slotted daL!6and Iesd@@&’e rOU@KS. R = 4,KKljIE@M= 0.17.
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(a) NAOA O!HIO wingwith fuselage. (b) NACA 64-210 WfILgwith fu$?lago.

FIOUEE 14.–CYompsrlson of the eflwts of various I18p mnfigmatione cmthe @ldtng chomckdstiea of an afrplane wifh a wing lmdlng 04 @3 pounds per SWP.IUfoo&
@dad -level wmdklom.
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SCALE EFFECT

The variation of maximum lift coefficient with ReynoIds
number is shown in figures 15, 16, and 17 for the various flap
configurateions. AIthough the data are not completely con-
sistent, they show the same general trends which mere
indicated by the twodimensionaI tests (references 1 and 2)
if some aHowance is made at the highest ReynoMs numbers
(Mach numbe~ about 0.2) for the effects of compresibihty
which are probabIy simiIar to those described in reference 3.
In generaI, the ma.ximmrnlift coefficients of both the N.ACA
6.5-210 and NACA W210 wings increased with increasing
Reynolds number for ReynoIds numbers beIow 4,400,000.
Above this Reynolds number, the masimum Iift coefficients
increased less rapidly or decreased because of the effects of
cornpressibility present for the three-dimensional tests.

ReynoI&rwztler

(a) Wfng. (b) Wing with fmslnge.

FIGJXiE 17.-&sIe eflect on NACA IM+IOand 8H?10 wfng+ w’hh douMe slowed Saps with
snd wfthcut hMage.
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STALLING CHA14ACTERISTICS

The stalling characteristicsof the two wings as indicated by
the tufts are shown in figures 18 to 29. The initial stall of
these thin wings was characterized by an area of separated
flow ahead of the 40-percent-chord line, with an area of
unseparated flow behind it. An increase in angle of at~ack
caused this area of staIIedflow to extend rearward and span-
wise in either direction. The unsymmetrical stall noted on
many of the figures is typical of the inconsistency of the
data near the maximum lift coe5cient. On several repeat
tests, either side of the wing was likeIy to stall first.

In general, the stall for the NACA 65-210 wing began
between the 50-percent and 75-percent points of the semi-
sprm, whereas for the NACA” 64-210 -wing the stall began
slightIy more inboard. The NACA 64-210 wing stalled
more abruptly and with greater loss of lift than did the
NAC?A 65-210 WiIlg. How-ever, because the tips remained
freer of stalled area, the aileron effectiveness of this wing
would probabIy be better maintained beyond maximum lift
than for the NAC.& 65-210 wing,

The pattern of the stallwas little affected by flapsor leading-
edge roughness, but the progression of the. stall was more
gradual with roughness. The fuselage caused a premature
stall to start near the wing-fuselage junctio~. This pre-
mature stall might have been eliminated by properly de-
signed fillets, thereby increasing the maximum lift coefficient.
The presence of this stall, however, might produce taiI
buffeting which would warn the pilot of the impending stall
and also provide longitudinal stability at the sta~ for the
singIe-slotted-flap and double+dotted-flap configurations.

CONCLUSIONS

From tho results of tests in the Langley 19-foot pressure
tunnel of a wing with NA~” 65–210 airfoil sections and a
wing with NACA 6*21O “airfoilsections W-M several types
of ffaps, the following conclusions may be drawn:

1. At a ReynoIds number of 4,400,000 maximum lift
coefficients. of 2.48 and 2.76, respectively, were obtained
with the NACA 65–210 and 64-210 wings with full-span
double slotted flaps. These values are approximately 205
percent of the flap neutral values of 1.21 and 1.35 for the
respective wings.

2. Addition of the fuselage or the Ieading-edge roughness
caused reductions of 0,1 to 0.3 in the maximum lift coefficients
of the wings. The NACA 64-210 wing was affected to a
greater extent than was the NACA 6$210 wing, aIthough
tlm maximum lift coefficientts for the hTACA 64-210 ltig
were still higher.

3. increases in maximum lift coefficient w-itl~ticreases in
Reynolds number wera. obtained at ReynoIds numbers
below 4,400,000. Above this value, the test Mach number

was high enough so that the effects of comprcwibility
appeared to be a contributing factor in causing nmximum
Iift coefficient to increase less rapiflIy or to dccreasf3will]
increasing Reynolds number.

4. The staII of the NACA 64-210 wing was somewhat
more abrupt but slightly farther inbwml than that uf the
h7ACA 65-21O wing. The pattern of stall was not aplm-
ciably altered by the leadiug-edge rouglmcss or by tbr
various ffap configurations. The fusekgc, howwver, caused
t@ stall to begin inboard near the wing-fuselage j unction.

LANGLEY llEMORIAL AERONAUT~CAL LAnORATOItY,

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,

LKNGLEY FIELD, JTA., August 19, l~~?.
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TABLE I

ORDINATES FOR NACA 65-210 AIRFOIL

[Statlom and ordinates gfvon in pcmnt alrfoll chord]

Upper *

==1==

o 0
.435 . S1’a
.fm

L 169 i~
1. 7W

;% $4491
a. ooa

9:894 3.656
14.SW 4.233
la 909 4.%
24.921 h207
.22.a36 6.722
34.931 6. e64
39. 2U9 O.m
44.6s4
Mt.m k%
65.014 6.625

a. .217
%%% 4.712
70.043 4. lm
7L 045 3. 4)Q
8LC44 .zm
S5.Oaa z M7
90.023 L 327
95.014

lm. Ceo :%

Lmrcr nufwe

St,atlon

o
.665

i E
Z692
h 102

1;%
15,101
m WI
26.079
30.004
3K 0-49
40. n32
46.018

M%l
w.973
04.964
69.957
74. Q53
79.950
M. 902
W. Q72
M ml

100. ml

Ordfnnto

o
-.710
-.839

-1.069
-1. Z?S
-1.839
-2. ax
-4.621
-1 ma
-3.340
-z. 607
47S9
-3. SW
4. ‘a2d
-3.&a
-3.709
-z 4?.5
-3.076
-z 652
-% 1S4
-1. w
-L 191
-.711
-. w

.010
-.050

L. 1?. radh: O.fK’.
SIOW ormdIus through L. E.: 0.094.
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TABLE II

ORDINATES FOR NACA 64-210 AIRFOIL

[stations Snd ordinate9 ghm In ~Fent Shfou chord~

station I ordinate I stationj Ordhm
1-

0
.431

1:%
2401
4.&Kl
7.3S
9.m
1A#4
19.WJ3
24.019
29.S34
34.951
2S?S

50.000
65.014

t%E
m.039

ZE
SstM3

M%
109.m

n

—

1
0 0
.530 –. m

-.916
i~ –L 1#3
2929 –LEE

-2024
52 –2 KU

nl13 –2 702
16_14Wl
.aL095 2E
B. ml -a 743
.3cL066 4392
36.049
am 2%
45.015 -3. 74a

2E a%
3L9i5 –z 749

–2. 815
E= –L S56
7L w –L 3S6
7U062 -. 9%
sL9m –. 503
am -154

IEE –: z

L. E. radius: 0.72.).
Nope Of rdus through L. E.: O.C@.

TABLE IV

FLAP ORDINATES FOR NACA 64-210 .41RFOIL

[Stationsrmd ordlnnt= gfren from flnp chixd IIno In percent airfoil chmd]

cpp Smfaee I La.. snrface 1

Stat[on

I 7
ordinate Swbn ordblate

o 0 0
.is a4

I. 01 :: G
m

k: ;% :99
Zal –.m

Ni -.70

+“ & –:~- -‘--

La
L30
.62
.05

I L. E. rrdm: 0.02Q.
L. 1?. rsdlns center: 0.170 abore flaps+?ordline. I

TABLE VI

ORDINATES FOR UPPER SURFACE OF FLAP WELL

[Stationsand rtrdtnstcs giren frmn3irfoIlchordlineh ~rcent8M0 shrdl

oNdim~ o;.al.&e
Ststion

,W210 drfotp-zodrfc

r

OrdInats between sbtiom i9.i3
smdSLtMconnected by strafgbt

AIRFOIL SECTIONS WITH VARIOUS TYPE FLAPS

TABLE III

FLAP ORDINATES FOR NACA 65-210 AIRFOIL

Ftatiomand ordhates gken from dap chord IIne in percent skfoil cbmd]

441

upper surfam L4wer Slsrfuce

1 r

Station ordinate Station Ordinate

o 0 0 0
.29 .28 –.41

$!
iZ

-.63
1:!

L33 -–i Z
k: ::
a33

–L OS
iu Lw –.83

4.UI 2.33 7.49 —.es
K 61 22s
7.w 240 lkfi =%

IL% –.12
1!: :Z 17.43
1261

.OI
L 91

Is. 01
.lo

L541 an
17.m L 10 2&lm –:E
moo .711
22EQ .341
ZLD2 .a3

L. E. rodim Om.
L. E. @us center: 0.240 above Rap chord line.

TABLE V

ORDINATES FOR 0.075 CHORD VAllE
[Statbns snd ordinates given from vane ebord ke In permnt aIrtM .%ord]

t

I L. E. radfrrs: la (on chord Iine).

TABLE WI

SUM MARY OF RESULTS OBTAINED FROM TESTS IN LANG
LEX 19-FOOT PRESSURE TUNNEL OF TWO ‘WINGS, ONE
INCWRPOR.ITING NACA 65-210 AIRFOIL SE(%t’10NS, THE
OTHER, NACA 64-210 .41RFOIL SECTIONS. R =s4,400,000;
.114).17.
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